
21-1011, Plan, Columbia Conservation Dist
Mainstem Touchet Project Area 10 Design, RCO Grant Request: $105,464

BASICS

FUNDING

Costs

RCO $105,464 79%

Sponsor Match $28,000 21%

Total $133,464 100%

Sponsor Match Breakdown

Grant - Federal $28,000

Total $28,000

Worksite map

Minimum match required
15.00%

DESCRIPTION
Columbia Conservation District (CCD) is sponsoring the Touchet River project Area MS-10 for Design. The project area is located
between Dayton and Waitsburg, South of Highway 12 between Gallaher Rd and Lower Hogeye Rd. The project length is ~.25
miles and is designated between ~RM 13.6 to ~RM 13.8 as represented in the Upper Touchet Basin Geomorphic Assessment and
Restoration Plan (GARP) created by Anchor QEA in 2020. This project will develop preliminary designs that once implemented
will address key limiting factors including flood plain connectivity, channel complexity, excess transport capacity, pool
frequency and water temperatures. These limiting factors will be addressed by removing or modifying encroaching features,
placing large woody material instream and in the floodplain, the enhancement of existing gravel bars to promote channel
complexity, an assessment and possible modification of public county infrastructure, and revegetation. The project area falls
within a Major Spawning Area and is within a priority restoration reach. We look to restore and protect spawning, migration
and overwintering habitat for 2 ESA listed species and 1 reintroduced. Species effected are all life stages of ESA listed Summer
Steelhead, juvenile rearing Bull-Trout, and non-ESA listed reintroduced spawning/juvenile rearing Spring Chinook.
 

Project Application

LOCATION

Related PRISM Projects

PRISM
Number Project Name Current

Status
Relationship
Type Notes

17-1301
P

Touchet R
Conceptual
Restoration Plan

Closed
Completed

Current
Phase

This document will be the main reference for this
project with sub-references utilized from the Plan.

Project Location Questions
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#1: Project location. Describe the geographic location, water bodies,
and the location of the project in the watershed, i.e. nearshore,
tributary, main-stem, off-channel, etc.

#2: How does this project fit within your regional recovery plan
and/or local lead entity’s strategy to restore or protect salmonid
habitat? Cite section and page number.

#3: Is this project part of a larger overall project?

#3a: How does this project fit into the sequencing of the
larger project?

METRICS/COSTS

OVERALL PROJECT METRICS

PLANNING METRICS

Worksite: Touchet MS-10 (#1)

COSTS

Category Work Type Estimated Cost Note
Design for Salmon restoration Preliminary design (B.1.b.11.a RCO)

Subtotal:
Total Estimate For Worksite:

METRICS

Area Encompassed (acres) (B.0.b.1)

Miles of Stream and/or Shoreline Affected (B.0.b.2)

This project is located in the Touchet River MSA, between Gallaher Rd and Lower Hogeye
Rd. The project is located on private lands surrounded by agricultural fields and private
infrastructure within a designated Priority Restoration Reach and identified in the Habitat
Work Plan. ( 46.276755, -118.113539 )

In the Snake River Salmon Recovery Plan 5.5.2.5 pg.  157 & 158 lists the Mainstem Touchet
as Mid Columbia DPS for Steelhead.  Primary limiting factors listed are sedimentation,
habitat diversity, flow, channel stability, and temperature. Secondary factors listed are
predation and a lack of key habitat (primarily pools).

Yes

This project is one of 61 designated within the Upper Touchet Basin Habitat
Restoration Geomorphic Assessment and Restoration Prioritization Plan
completed in October of 2020 by Anchor QEA.

$133,464
$133,464
$133,464

18.4

0.25
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Total Planning Cost

PROJECT PROPOSAL

Targeted ESU Species

Worksites Species by ESU Egg
Present

Juvenile
Present

Adult
Present

Population
Trend

1 Chinook-Middle Columbia River Spring, Not
Warranted   Unknown

1 Steelhead-Middle Columbia River, Touchet
River, Threatened    Declining

Reference or source used
WDFW, CTUIR & SRSRB Recovery Plan (2011)

Targeted Non-ESU Species

Worksites
Species
by Non-
ESU

Notes

1 Bull
Trout

Juvenile - "Bull trout in the Columbia Basin were ESA-listed as threatened in 1999. The
Touchet River bull trout population is part of the Mid-Columbia Recovery Unit (USFWS 2015)

PROPOSAL QUESTIONS

$133,464
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#1: Problem statement. What are the problems your project seeks to
address? Include the source and scale of each problem. Describe
the site, reach, and watershed conditions. Describe how those
conditions impact salmon populations. Include current and
historic factors important to understand the problems.

The Upper Touchet Basin above the confluence of the Coppei Creek has been considered
as the most viable portion for steelhead survival by the SE WA Recovery Plan (SRSRB
2011). The area supports both Mid-Columbia ESA-listed Steelhead and bull trout as well as
non-ESA (reintroduced) Spring Chinook, efforts of Washington State Department of
Wildlife and Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation. This area is heavily
influenced by many factors including but not limited to low floodplain connectivity, low
instream complexity, and high summer water temperatures.

The Touchet River within the MS-10 project area exhibits poor connectivity to the available
floodplain, limited in-stream channel complexity and a lack of instream woody debris.
The potential available floodplain within the project reach is currently restricted by
residential and agricultural levees and by two public county bridges.

Lack of floodplain connectivity and limited instream habitat create poor habitat
conditions for juvenile summer steelhead and juvenile bull trout to rear within the project
reach.  Lack of instream habitat diversity and limited floodplain connection result in
harsh conditions during flood pulses with little high flow refugia for juvenile salmonids.
There are also limited holding locations for adults migrating upstream to spawn. During
summer, high water temperatures also limit the ability for salmonids to thrive in these
reaches.
 
MS-10 falls within the designated transport reach by the Geomorphic Assessment and
Restoration Prioritization Plan of the Upper Touchet Basin Habitat Restoration Report
(Anchor, 2020). "In the transport reaches, close to the front of the Blue Mountains the
valley floors widen where gradient slackens, and the river has historically been more likely
to avulse and deposit sediment. Anthropogenic influence in the valley has disconnected
much of the river from its floodplain, halting geomorphic and hydrologic processes like
deposition, channel migration and groundwater storage. Evidence of this is visible where
the widen valley suggest a historical depositional alluvial plain environment that is no
longer connected to the river" (GARP, 2020).

General Watershed Historical Information: Historical salmonid abundance in the Touchet
River is unknown but was likely between 1000 and 3000 fish annually. Significant
anthropogenic impacts to this area can be traced to the mid-19th century when settlers
began arriving in the Walla Walla river basin. Factors that impact the Touchet river system
and that have likely influenced the decline in salmonids include, transitioning the valley
bottom into agriculture and establishment of infrastructure, both of which were likely
associated with clearing of vegetation in the riparian and floodplain. These factors have
also influenced the establishment of numerous levees that encroach further on the river
system. Hofer and Maiden dams, in the lower Touchet basin, likely played a large role in
the decline of steelhead and Chinook salmon in the basin before fish passage barriers
were removed according to SE WA Recovery Plan (SRSRB 2011). Irrigation and water use
practices in the Touchet basin have created significant impacts to aquatic habitat.  Within
the Upper Touchet basin, which includes this project area, irrigation in the form of surface
water and groundwater pumping still have an impact on a variety of aquatic factors. This
diversion of water leads to a base flow that is lower than natural conditions which greatly
increases water temperatures during the dry season.
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#2: Describe the limiting factors, and/or ecological concerns, and
limiting life stages (by fish species) that your project expects to
address.

#3: What are the project goals? The goal of the project should be to
solve identified problems by addressing the root causes. Then
clearly state the desired future condition. Include which species
and life stages will benefit from the outcome, and the time of
year the benefits will be realized. Example Goals and
Objectives

The limiting factor in this project area include low flood plain connection, low channel
complexity, low instream woody debris or habitat diversity, and low pool frequency. This
project looks to address encroaching features that reduce connection with the available
flood plain by breaching the confinement, opening a historic channel, adding large woody
debris in stream and in the floodplain. An assessment and possible modification to the
encroaching public county infrastructure will also be addressed. This will help alleviate
the low channel complexity and low available habitat instream and in the floodplain
while improving sediment distribution. These factors limit spawning, juvenile rearing and
adult holding for ESA-listed summer steelhead and juvenile rearing for ESA-listed Bull
trout.  These factors also affect Non-ESA listed (reintroduced) spawning and juvenile
rearing spring Chinook.

Our goals are to conduct a site assessment and develop preliminary designs that will
focus on increasing spawning/juvenile/adult holding for ESA listed Steelhead
migration/overwintering habitats. This project will also improve spawning/juvenile
habitats for Spring Chinook (re-introduced) and improve juvenile rearing habitats for
migratory bull trout. By increasing river complexity, available floodplain, creating a
higher pool frequency, and promoting increased sediment sorting and distribution.
Specific actions will be developed as part of the design process but are anticipated to
include large wood placement and potentially levee removal with associate setback.
Designs will address the habitat limiting factors identified above by addressing the
process identified in the Upper Touchet Basin Habitat Restoration Report GARP (Anchor,
2020). Designs will include landowner property management objectives and limitations.

Project Factsheet
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#4: What are the project objectives? Objectives support and refine
biological goals, breaking them down into smaller steps.
Objectives are specific, quantifiable actions the project will
complete to achieve the stated goal. Each objective should be
SMART (Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time-
bound). Example Goals and Objectives

Project objectives proposed are to prioritize and address the Primary Limiting Factors
identified in the Salmon Recovery Plan for SE Washington (SRSRB 2011) by restoring to the
nearest possible extent a healthy naturally functioning river channel and floodplain.
Biological objectives of diversity, reduced embeddedness, LWD recruitment, primary
pools, high flow refugia, riparian recovery and temperature will be addressed with this
strategy and benefit ESA-listed and cultural significant focal species summer Steelhead,
bull trout and reintroduced spring Chinook during their respective key life stages
throughout the project area.
 
i. The objective is to provide a set of preliminary designs within 2 years of funding that
adequately details restoration actions. Based upon our understanding of the project
reach we anticipate the design to incorporate these specific objectives but are estimates
and subject to change as we develop design alternatives:

Upon completion of the design;

a. remove or breach 60-200 feet of levee/berm from the left bank to restore channel
migration potential and to inundate about 4 acres of floodplain at the 2-year reoccurrence
flow.

b.     improve connection to at least 1 acre of off-channel, cool-water refugia habitat
during summer low flow periods.

c.     provide two key pieces of wood per channel width in the main channel and side
channels to provide cover.

e. Reconnect approximately 715 feet of perennial side channel length during summer low
flows.

Project Factsheet
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#5: Scope of work and deliverables. Provide a detailed description of
each project task/element and how they will lead to the
objectives. With each task/element, identify who will be
responsible for each, what the deliverables will be, and the
schedule for completion.

Some of the SOW identified below is being funded through the Bonneville Power
Administration matching fund provided through the CCD.

1. Task 1: Site Assessment. A  full walk of the project reach to identify current conditions, 
changes post flood of 2020 and winter flow of 2021/2022 and identifying alternative 
LWD structure treatments. This task will be conducted by district staff, technical 
engineers, SRSRB Fisheries Biologist & staff, and landowner. This task will be 
completed by September 2022.

2. Task 2: Develop Design Alternatives. Taking into consideration floodplain connectivity 
and instream complexity, designs will be developed to increase limiting factors and 
potentially mediate any encroaching features. This task will be conducted by district 
staff, technical engineers, and SRSRB fisheries biologist and staff, and landowner. 
Task completed by December 2022. 

3. Task 3: Produce Preliminary Designs. RTT, SRSRB staff and district staff will review the 
alternatives to select the preferred alternative. Then the landowner and district staff 
will review the chosen alternative. Once accepted district staff and engineers will 
finalize preliminary designs. This task will be completed by March 2023.

Project Factsheet
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#6: What are the assumptions and physical constraints that could
impact whether you achieve your objectives? Assumptions and
constrains are external conditions that are not under the direct
control of the project, but directly impact the outcome of the
project. These may include ecological and geomorphic factors,
land use constraints, public acceptance of the project, delays, or
other factors. How will you address these issues if they arise?

#7: How have lessons learned from completed projects or
monitoring studies informed this project?

#8: Describe the alternatives considered and why the preferred was
chosen.

There are 2 levees/berms that exist in this project area. One of which the landowner has
agreed to breached which opens to 4 acres of available floodplain and a historic side
channel that we would look to have at least annual flows. The 2nd levee parallels the
landowners driveway and would not be eligible for offset levee placement. Landowner
constraints are a very real factor in implementing projects on private property. We are
continuing to work with landowners within the project reach to utilize as much floodplain
area as possible.

We anticipate sourcing restoration materials at recent market value, for project pre-
staging so that contractors will have materials available onsite prior to the work window
and avoid impacts from wildfire season constraints. If there are delays in material
securing, early contracting obligation/commitments and we are unable to reconcile some
components of the project, then the project may be delayed or modified. This project area
also involves two county bridges, one on Gallaher Rd and one on Lower Hogeye Rd. We
will look to address the pinch point made by the bridge on Lower Hogeye Rd and we are
working with the County to determine what sort of bridge replacement or modifications
are potentially available. Final details on what the bridge replacement would look like are
not yet available.

It is possible that channel revision proposed do not activate floodplain connectivity to the
extent desired over the long term. This is particular possible if flood flows are not
represented in the next 2-5 years. We are placing LWD at densities which have produced
success on other private lands throughout the basin and anticipate similar results.

We have adapted a restoration approach based on implementation across the Touchet
Basin and the Tucannon watershed by the various project sponsors.  The local work group
and Regional Technical Team meet for the sole purpose of design review and  information
sharing.  We have found that vetting project design and approach builds better projects.

The project site was chosen based on the potential for developing river channel
complexity and floodplain connectivity in a project area were almost none currently
exists. This has become a more recent priority due to increasing limiting factors affect
spawning/juvenile rearing/adult holding Steelhead and the availability of the Upper
Touchet Basin Habitat Restoration Report (Anchor, 2020) identifying the necessity of
major impacts to the Touchet River habitat in order to curve the declining salmonids.

Project Factsheet
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#9: How were stakeholders consulted in the development of this
project? Identify the stakeholders, their concerns or feedback,
and how those concerns were addressed.

#10: Does your project address or accommodate the anticipated
effects of climate change?

#10a: How will your project be climate resilient given
future conditions?

#10b: How will your project increase habitat and species
adaptability?

There is no known opposition to the implementation or completion of this project in
relation to adjacent landowners or non-participating parties.  The project has been vetted
in the Snake River Salmon Recovery Plan and process, the Upper Touchet Basin Habitat
Restoration plan (Anchor QEA, 2020) with outreach coordination between state, local
governments and tribal involvement, the SRSRB and RTT, including county
commissioners, county public works and technical committee.

Yes

The projects restoration actions developed through a professional engineer
and outlined in the Upper Touchet Basin Habitat Restoration plan (Anchor
QEA, 2020) are focused on channel complexity/diversity and floodplain
connectivity that buffer the impacts of climate change. With the Touchet
basin's historic temperatures frequently rising above 25° between June and
July project based restorations such as this are greatly needed to help curve
the negative impacts in future years.

By addressing the limiting factors of floodplain connectivity, river
complexity/diversity and sediment transportation/sorting will drive
geomorphic processes and create responses in riparian and healthy
floodplain. Connected floodplains with healthy riparian forest are more
resilient in the face of catastrophic wild fire, better support to the native flora
and fauna and in general increase the resiliency of the habitat needed to
support salmonids over time. Our restoration strategies conceptualized to
directly influence geomorphic processes that will support floodplain
connectivity and healthy riparian. This will help provide a more natural
process and support multiple wild salmonid species so they may adapt and
thrive.
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#11: Describe the sponsor's experience managing this type of project.
Describe other projects where the sponsor has successfully used
a similar approach.

#12: Will veterans (including the veterans conservation corps) be
involved in the project? If yes, please describe.

PLANNING SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS

#1: Is the project an assessment / inventory?

#2: Is your project a Barrier / Screening Diversion Inventory Project?

#3: Is this a fish passage design / screening design project?

#4: Will the project develop a design?

#4a: Will a licensed professional engineer design of the
project?

The CCD has been sponsoring salmon habitat restoration projects on private and public
lands projects for more than 20 years in the Tucannon.  Developing projects from the
Tucannon Conceptual Restoration Plans, CCD has completed various projects, some have
been a combination of SRFB, BPA/District, BPA Habitat Programmatic and Conservation
Commission funds. Also, the CCD has sponsered the recently completed the Upper
Touchet Basin Habitat Restoration Geomorphic Assessment and Restoration Plan (Anchor
QEA, 2020) in which MS-10 is directly referenced from. Previoius projects include PA 26,
Marengo Levee Set Back (2012), PA 15 channel reconstruction and LWD enhancement
(2014-15), PA 24, levee removal and LWD enhancement,  PA 28, offset levee, LWD and side
channel enhancement (2016-18) and PA 32 (2020) offset levee, LWD and floodplain
enhancement.  The CCD is also working with an experienced engineer who has designed
multiple habitat restoration projects for implementation in the Tucannon.

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes
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#4b: Will you apply for permits as part of the project
scope?

No
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# 462226 Primary # 462227 Secondary # 462228 # 473453

ATTACHMENTS

PHOTOS (JPG, GIF)

RELEVANT DOCUMENTS

File
Type

Attach
Date Attachment Type Title

06/17/2021 Cost Estimate SRFB_CostEstimate_21-1011 LH.xlsx

05/21/2021 Design document Concept Map ms10.jpg

04/16/2021 Project Application Report Project Application Report, 21-1011P (sub 04/16/21 11:22:14)

02/05/2021 Map: Planning Area Worksite Map.pdf

02/05/2021 Photo Downstream Bedload

02/05/2021 Photo Across - Midstream Bedload

02/05/2021 Photo Upstream
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DESIGN PROJECTS
The costs on this page are for design projects, not for the design phase of a restoration grant. 
See Manual 18, Appendix D for additional information regarding allowable costs.

Touchet MS-10 Design OVERALL PROJECT GRANT REQUEST

Budget must account 
for all costs to 

complete the project

Enter only the 
amount of the grant 

request

Amount Amount Match
Funding not reported 

in PRISM

 Source (Grant, Cash, 
Materials, Labor, 
Volunteers, etc) 

Match Type (federal, state, 
local)

Category Task Description Qty Rate
Survey Site Assessment, Habitat, Topo survey, 1.00                     6,000.00$                   6,000$                         5,000$                         1,000$                         -$                             BPA Federal
Assessments (geologic, hydraulic, etc.) Hydrologic analysis, Hydraulic modelin   1.00                     36,000.00$                 36,000$                       31,500$                       4,500$                         -$                             BPA Federal
Conceptual design  report, drawings, alterantives 1.00                     36,000.00$                 36,000$                       31,500$                       4,500$                         -$                             BPA Federal
Preliminary design report, drawings, cost estimate 1.00                     36,214.00$                 36,214$                       28,964$                       7,250$                         -$                             BPA Federal
Cultural resources 1.00                     8,000.00$                   8,000$                         -$                             8,000$                         -$                             BPA Federal
Permits HPA, etc. 1.00                     5,000.00$                   5,000$                         5,000$                         -$                             
Other meetings and coordination 1.00                     1,500.00$                   1,500$                         1,500$                         -$                             
Other Miscellaneous Materials 1.00                     1,000.00$                   1,000$                         1,000$                         -$                             -$                             
Other travel 1.00                     1,000.00$                   1,000$                         1,000$                         
Administrative 1.00                     2,750.00$                   2,750$                         2,750$                         BPA Federal

-$                             
-$                             

-$                             
-$                             

STotal 133,464$                     105,464$                     28,000$                       -$                             

Description Approved Rate  Total Project Base 
Indirect 0.000% -$                             -$                             -$                             -$                              $                               -   
Indirect 0.000% -$                             -$                             -$                             -$                              $                               -   

STotal -$                             -$                             -$                              $                               -   

GTOTAL 133,464$                     105,464$                     28,000$                       -$                             

Indirect Costs 

Design Costs

The Grant  Request and Match should equal the total project cost and Budget Check cell should be 0. 
Sponsors must account for all sources and types of match need to complete the project.

MATCH



Landowner
Acknowledgement Form

Landowner lnformation

Name of Landowner:Jack Miller

Landowner Contact lnformation:

X vr. E lar. Titte;

First Name: Jack Last Name: Miller

Contact Mailing Address:632 Lower Hogeye Rd Waisburg, WA 99359-0352

Contact E-Mail Address:

Property Address or Location: Touchet River @ Gallaher Rd

1. Jack Miller (Landowner or Organization) is the legal owner of property described in this grant

application.

2. I am aware that the project is being proposed on my property.

3. lf the grant is successfully awarded, I will be contacted and asked to engage in negotiations.

4. My signature does not represent authorization of project implementation.

Project Name: MS-10

Project Applicant Contact lnformation:

E vr. X vt. Title:Program Manager

First Name:Aneesha

Mailing Address:2O2 S.2nd St Dayton, WA 99328

E- Mail Add ress:ad-ccd @daytonwa.net

Last Name:Dieu

Date

Sponsor lnformation

38^ -q 77 3



 
 

Landowner Information 
Name of Landowner: Dan McKinley   

Landowner Contact Information: 

  Mr.    Ms.     Title: 

First Name: Dan  Last Name: McKinley  

Contact Mailing Address:634 Lower Hogeye Rd Waisburg, WA 99359-0352 

Contact E-Mail Address:  blc-dan@daytonwa.net 

Property Address or Location: Touchet River @ Gallaher Rd  

1. Dan McKinley  (Landowner or Organization) is the legal owner of property described in this grant 
application. 

2. I am aware that the project is being proposed on my property. 

3. If the grant is successfully awarded, I will be contacted and asked to engage in negotiations. 

4. My signature does not represent authorization of project implementation. 

 

 

_______________________________________________________________________ ____________ 

Landowner Signature   Date 

Project Sponsor Information 
Project Name: MS-10 

Project Applicant Contact Information: 

   Mr.    Ms.     Title: Program Manager  

 First Name:Aneesha     Last Name:Dieu 

 Mailing Address:202 S. 2nd St Dayton, WA 99328 

 E-Mail Address:ad-ccd@daytonwa.net 
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Recr'eaticn and
Conservation Office

Applica nt Resol ution/Authorization

Resolution No. or Document Name Touchet Project Area 15 (MS-15) Design Project

Chairman

Aneesha Dieu, District Manager

Chairman

>

Organization Name (sponsor) Columbia Conservation District

Project(s) Nu mbe(s), and

This resolution,/authorization authorizes the person(s) identified below (in Section 2) to act as the authorized
representative/agent on behalf of our organization and to legally bind our organization with respect to the
above Project(s) for which we seek grant funding assistance managed through the Recreation and Conservation
Office (Office).

WHEREAS, grant assistance is requested by our organization to aid in financing the cost of the Project(s)

referenced above;

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED thAt:

1. Our organization has applied for or intends to apply for funding assistance managed by the Office for
the above "Project(s)."

2. Our organization authorizes the following persons or persons holding specified titles/positions (and

subsequent holders of those titles/positions) to execute the following documents binding our
organization on the above projects:

_celtjpplL.q-t-1qn(s_9blg:'on_!.!g,e9.l
Project contact (day-to-day

administering of the grant and

eqr'Ilylrj 9!!!1]s: wi!! !! g_RC ol
RCO Grgnt Agregment (Agreement) Chairman

_Aggglfgll a m elyd m elts Chairman

Authorizing properly and real estate

documents (Notice of Grant, Deed of
Right or Assignment of Rights if
applicable). These are items that are

typical recorded on the property with

-l!g!guttv.

The above percons are considered an "authorized representative(s)/agent(s)" for purposes of the documents
indicated. Our organization shall comply with a request from the RCO to provide documentation of persons

who may be authorized to execute documents related to the grant.

21-1012



3. Our organization has reviewed the sample RCO Grant Agreement on the Recreation and Conservation

Office's WEB SITE at: https://rco.wa.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/5ampleProjAgreement.pdf. We

understand and acknowledge that if offered an agreement to sign in the future, it will contain an

indemnification and legal venue stipulation and other terms and conditions substantially in the form
contained in the sample Agreement and that such terms and conditions of any signed Agreement shall

be legally binding on the sponsor if our representative/agent enters into an Agreement on our behalf.

The Office reserves the right to revise the Agreement prior to execution.

Ourorganization acknowledges and warrants, afterconferring with its legal counsel, that its authorized

representative(s)/agent(s) have full legal authority to act and sign on behalf of the organization for their
assigned role/document.

Grant assistance is contingent on a signed Agreement. Entering into any Agreement with the Office is

purely voluntary on our part.

Our organization understands that grant policies and requirements vary depending on the grant

program applied to, the grant program and source of funding in the Agreement, the characteristics of
the project, and the characteristics of our organization.

Our organization further understands that prior to our authorized representative(s)/agent(s) executing

any of the documents listed above, the RCO may make revisions to its sample Agreement and that such

revisions could include the indemnification and the legal venue stipulation. Our organization accepts

the legal obligation that we shall, prior to execution of the Agreement(s), confer with our authorized

representative(s)/agent(s) as to any revisions to the project Agreement from that of the sample

Agreement. We also acknowledge and accept that if our authorized representative(s)/agent(s) executes

the Agreement(s) with any such revisions, all terms and conditions of the executed Agreement shall be

conclusively deemed to be executed with our authorization.

Any grant assistance received will be used for only direct eligible and allowable costs that are

reasonable and necessary to implement the project(s) referenced above.

[for Recreation and Conservation Funding Board Grant Programs Only] lf match is required for the
grant, we understand our organization must certify the availability of match at least one month before

funding approval. ln addition, our organization understands it is responsible for supporting all non-cash

matching share commitments to this project should they not materialize.

Our organization acknowledges that if it receives grant funds managed by the Office, the Office will pay

us on only a reimbursement basis. We understand reimbursement basis means that we will only request

payment from the Office after we incur grant eligible and allowable costs and pay them. The Office may

also determine an amount of retainage and hold that amount until all project deliverables, grant

reports, or other responsibilities are complete.

[for Acquisitlon Projects Only] Our organization acknowledges that any property acquired with grant

assistance must be dedicated for the purposes of the grant in perpetuity unless othenvise agreed to in

writing by our organization and the Office. We agree to dedicate the property in a signed "Deed of
Right" for fee acquisitions, or an "Assignment of Rights" for other than fee acquisitions (which

documents will be based upon the Office's standard versions of those documents), to be recorded on

the title of the property with the county auditor. Our organization acknowledges that any propefty

4.

7.

10.

11.



12

13.

14

acquired in fee title must be immediately made available to the public unless otheruyise provided for in

poliry the Agreement, or authorized in writing by the Office Director.

[for Development, Renovation, Enhancement, and Restoration Projects Only-lf our organizatio
the project properwl Our organization acknowledges that any property owned by our organization that
is developed, renovated, enhanced, or restored with grant assistance must be dedicated for the
purpose of the grant in perpetuity unless otheruyise allowed by grant program policy, or Office in

writing and per the Agreement or an amendment thereto.

[for Development, Renovation, Enhancement, and Restoration Projects Only-lf your organizatl

NOT own the propertyl Our organization acknowledges that any properly not owned by our
organization that is developed, renovated, enhanced, or restored with grant assistance must be

dedicated for the purpose of the grant as required by grant program policies unless othenryise provided

for per the Agreement or an amendment thereto.

[Only for Projects located in Water Resources lnventory Areas 1-19 that are applying for funds from the
Critical Habitat, Natural Areas, State Lands Restoration and Enhancement, Riparian Protection, or Urban

Wildlife Habitat grant categories; Aquatic Lands Enhancement Account; or the Puget Sound Acquisition
and Restoration program, or a Salmon Recovery Funding Board approved grantl Our organization

certifies the following: the Project does not conflict with the Puget Sound Action Agenda developed by
the Puget Sound Partnership under RCW 90.71.310.

This resolution/authorization is deemed to be part of the formal grant application to the Office.

Our organlzation warrants and certifies that this resolution/authorization was properly and lawfully
adopted following the requirements of our organization and applicable laws and policies and that our
organization has full legal authority to commit our organization to the warranties, certifications,

promises and obligations set forlh herein.

15.

16.

Signed

1,1" Chairman DaE2110121

On File

This Applicant Resolution/Authorization was adopted by our organization during the meeting held:
(Local Governments and Nonprofit Organizations Only):

Location: 202 N. 2nd St Dayton, WA 99328 DaE2t1012021

Washington State Attorney General's Office

Approved as to form B---- €-"p2.^- 2/13/2020.
Assistont Attorney General Dote

You may reproduce the above language in your own format; however, text may not change.

and approved on behalf of the resolving body of our organization by the
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